NURTURING A CULTURE OF WORKPLACE CIVILITY
Anticipating and Managing Conflicts in a Polarized World

By Daniel J. Potterton
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Now more than ever, workplace civility is vital
to both preventing and managing workplace
conflicts. HR managers are responsible for
knowing what steps to take to foster a civil
workplace culture and control conflict before
it happens, using the civil environment they’ve
created to resolve conflict when it does arise.
C R E AT I N G C I V I L C U LT U R E
There are many ways HR managers can
encourage workplace civility—some steps are
preventative, others are responsive. Working
to prevent conflict in the workplace minimizes
the number of situations that escalate into

ideas and feelings. There’s nothing wrong with
healthy discussion in the workplace, or even
agreeing to disagree. These conversations
lead to better strategy and business goals. The
problem is when discussions cross the line
from respectful debate to heated argument.
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can be deeply personal, and even comments
simply meant to foster workplace discussion
might feel confrontational, leading to lower
productivity and feelings of isolation or bullying.
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on how to deal with debate. The right training
can help de-escalate a tense situation.
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HR managers and other supervisors who
adhere to their civility training will not only be
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S TAY I N G A L E RT
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E A P A S S I S TA N C E
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